Christian Bauer wedding rings have been produced since 1880 with masterly skills, highest precision and great attention to detail. This long-term experience and our fine craftsmanship give every ring a perfect beauty which will endure for many years. We use only highest quality materials – be-they Platinum, Gold or diamonds.

Each one of the various production steps receives the maximum dedicated attention, thereby ensuring a beauty that will last not only for one miraculous moment, but for eternity.

We do not gauge our rings by the carat or gram alone: the passion for our work is the measure by which we should be judged.
1 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds

2 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
It has always been our ambition to create perfect jewellery as a symbol of eternal love. In order to meet this demand, Christian Bauer manufactures exclusively in Germany and we buy our materials from the most famous suppliers only. The purchase of raw materials requires expert and careful consideration, this is especially true for diamonds. 

Manufactured with Gold, Platinum & tradition

With our timeless designs we do not follow passing trends, but create a life-long companion with a high level comfort fit. Trends come and go – our designs remain.
4 750 Rose Gold, 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamond

5 750 White Gold, Princess cut diamonds
A couple who say “I will” to each other knows how valuable the other person is and why. This is the case when choosing the wedding rings as well. They are a symbol of endless love, loyalty and passion for each to the other and should therefore be as exclusive and everlasting as the love between two human beings.
6 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds

7 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
8 950 Platinum, 750 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds

9 585 White Gold, 585 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamond
Ever since the foundation of the company in the year 1880, emotive values have been central. Christian Bauer wedding rings are produced honouring these tenets and the company is characterised by a strong team spirit which in turn subscribes to this ethos. These values of tradition and manufacturing expertise will continue on into the future matched by responsible corporate direction and familial entrepreneurship. For these core values, Christian Bauer is recognised all over the world.

Our founder, Christian Bauer, marked his jewellery with a unique symbol, which you can still find inside our rings. Love for his home region led to his choosing a typical tree from the Welzheim Woods, the fir.
13 750 Rose Gold, 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
14 950 Platinum, 750 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds

15 950 Platinum, 750 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
Platinum – An expression of love

If there is any precious metal that embodies love, it is Platinum. Platinum is extremely rare and pure. And just like a great love, it is indestructible. Platinum is by nature white and of such a density that it will not be deformed thereby holding any diamond safely. A ring made of Platinum mirrors the constancy of your love.
18 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamond

19 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
20 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds

21 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
22 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds

23 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
At Christian Bauer the high degree of craftsmanship is based on the skills of each employee. Every production step is executed with the greatest diligence and is only done by machine if that will guarantee the quality. Therefore, a Christian Bauer wedding ring is the result of experience, craftsmanship and above all passion – made in Germany.
25 750 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds

26 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
27 750 Yellow Gold, 950 Platinum, princess cut diamond

28 950 Platinum, 750 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
True love is worth its weight in Gold

Gold is extremely rare and sought-after. No wonder wedding rings have always been made of this noble metal. The sight of Gold alone with its warm and silky gloss reveals that it is something very precious. Christian Bauer rings are only made of 14 ct. and 18 ct. Gold alloys.
750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
33 585 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamond

34 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
35 585 Yellow, White and Red Gold, Brilliant cut diamond

36 585 Red, White and Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds

37 750 Rose Gold, 950 Platinum, Brilliant cut diamonds
Strong and pure – As love is

A diamond is extraordinarily hard. It is the hardest mineral and with the right cut it ignites in light an intense fire. Controlling this remarkable element requires high-level precision hand-crafting. Every aspect of each diamond is closely monitored; not only the authenticity and the origin of a stone plays a part, but also the four C’s: carat, colour, clarity and cut. Christian Bauer uses ‘fine white’ diamonds (Top Wesselton) with a high clarity. The cut of the diamond remains your choice; whether it is Brilliant, Princess or Baguette, the diamonds will always be a highlight of your ring- for a lifetime.
39 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds

40 950 Platinum, 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
41 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamond

42 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
43 950 Platinum, 750 Yellow Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
Palladium is an ideal partner for all precious metals. With its natural pure whiteness it lends a fine contrast and an interesting play of colours to different-coloured metals. Also, Palladium is well-suited to setting diamonds. Christian Bauer rings are produced in 950 Palladium.
49 585 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds

50 750 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
You wear your wedding ring always. It is part of your life and experience – its round shape symbolizes eternity. Your ring should feel as natural and integral to your body as the finger where it resides. Therefore, the comfort and the design are some of the most important criteria when determining your choice. During a visit to your jeweller, you will find out which ring suits you best.
52 950 Platinum, 750 White Gold, Princess cut diamonds

53 750 White Gold, Baguette cut diamond
A ring which you wear everyday should reflect your personality. Certainly you will find a match within the various and excellent ring collections from Christian Bauer. If you like something even more individual, Christian Bauer offers a modular system with which you can create your own design in order to make your wedding ring a very personal statement.
55 750 Yellow Gold
Basic design flat

56 750 Yellow Gold, Brilliant cut diamond
Basic design half round
57 585 Rose Gold, Brilliant cut diamond
Basic design half round

58 585 White Gold, Brilliant cut diamonds
Basic design oval
59 585 Red and White Gold, Princess cut diamond

60 585 White and Red Gold, Brilliant cut diamond
Nowadays it is not always easy to distinguish an original from a copy. However, our quality is so outstanding, that you will intuitively sense the authenticity when wearing our rings. Inside our rings you will find a hallmark to identify Christian Bauer – the fir.
Regardless of whether your ring is made of Gold or platinum, how many diamonds it has or if it is lavishly decorated – it will increase in personal value with every passing day. We at Christian Bauer want to create for you something lasting and especially beautiful invested with our passion and craftsmanship.